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The EarthLock washer and the EarthLock bonding terminal are products within the SunLock framing
system. The EarthLock washer is a small stainless steel plate, approximately 40 mm wide. The sharp
projections pierce the anodised layer of the panel frame and provide full continuity throughout the
system. The EarthLock bonding terminal includes an M8 cap screw, washers and a key insert.

The components are required to ensure that PV module frames are earthed in accordance with Clause
5.5.4.1 of AS / NZS 3000 - 2007 (Electrical installations), and CEC guidelines. The standard states:
‘Earthing conductors shall be suitably protected against mechanical and chemical deterioration and
electro-dynamic forces. Star or cutting washers or similar devices that effectively cut through paint or
similar coatings are considered to be an acceptable method of ensuring earth continuity across bolted
or clamped joints between metal equipment panels or framework that have painted or coated surfaces.’
The CEC guidelines are described in their technical bulletin dated November 2010: issue 2
http://www.solaraccreditation.com.au/dms/cec/accreditation/tech-info/Tech-Info-Nov-2010-CEC/Tech%

EarthLock washer
The washer is installed between the rail and the PV module. The sharp edges are intended to pierce
the anodised layer on the PV module. The simplest rule is to use one EarthLock washer per mid-clamp.
Alternatively, to save costs the EarthLock washers can be installed with the mid-clamps on just the
upper SunLock rail.

EarthLock bonding terminal
One EarthLock bonding terminal is installed at the end of each SunLock rail that requires an earth
connection. If a SunLock rail is extended in length using SunLock rail joiners, the entire length is
considered to be one rail (i.e. one bonding terminal is fitted at one end). The crimp lug is installed
between the two washers. The earth cables run from the roof to the earth point of attachment (POA).
Note: spray zinc paint over the terminal after installation.

Split arrays
If the PV system has split arrays, then the earth cable can be extended to each array without being
broken. Simply swap out the crimp lug with a larger one and fit two earth cables into the lug.
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If the SunLock rail is anodised (i.e. black), then a second EarthLock washer should be used. The two
washers should be placed ‘back to back’ ensuring that the perforations are pointing away from each
other. The upper EarthLock washer is used to pierce the anodised solar panel frame whilst the lower
EarthLock washer pierces the anodised SunLock rail.

Similarly, the EarthLock bonding terminal also requires an extra EarthLock washer. This is fitted
between the rail and the large washer. The perforations must face down towards the rail, so they can
pierce the anodised layer on the rail.
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EarthLock washer
Sales code

SLELW01

Material

0.55 mm stainless steel

Australian Standard
Certification

AS/NZS 3000 - 2007 - Electrical installations

EarthLock bonding terminal
Sales code

SLELBT02

Material

Aluminium key insert, stainless steel screw & washers

Australian Standard
Certification

AS/NZS 3000 - 2007 - Electrical installations

For further information contact Apollo Energy on 1300 855 484 or sunlock@apolloenergy.com.au.
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